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WINDWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE MISSION STATEMENT
Windward Community College offers innovative programs in the arts and sciences and
oppo11unities to gain knowledge and understanding of 1-Iawai' i and its unique heritage. With a special
commitment to support the access and educational needs of Native Hawaiians, we provide o·ahu's
Ko·o]au region and beyond with liberal arts. career and lifelong learning in a supportive and
challenging environment - inspiring students to excellence.
I CATALOG DESCRIPTION

This is a Hawaiian cultural woodwork and wood carving project class. This class will involve the
development of two to three introductory woodworking projects of Hawaiian cultural significance or
ceremonial use. Through this class the students will develop both the skills needed to work effectively
and safely with wood, and the cultural knowledge important to the pieces developed. As a project class,
there will be specific projects and themes set by the instructor of general Hawaiian cultural interest.
Students will learn different aspects and solutions in carving and creating Hawaiian cultural projects.
Activities Required at Scheduled Times Other Than Class Times
To be announced and include, but are not limited to, the 2017 Windward Ho'olaule'a ( 10/07/17)
[STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES

The student learning outcomes for the course are:
1. To learn to plan and create wood working projects of Hawaiian cultural relevance or significance.
2. To gain a deeper insight into Hawaiian cultural use of wood.
3. To gain a deeper understanding of the cultural significance of the wood-working project the student
has undertaken.
4. To learn to work with wood in an effective and safe manner.
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